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«Pella» revived the expansion project
The plant is ready to invest in the project twice as much

Located in the Leningrad region Shipyard «Pella» returned 
the plans to expand production, stated back in 2010. The 
company intends to build in 2014 a new production site on 
20 hectares of 3 billion rubles, which is twice as expensive 
as previously planned. The volume of orders exceeds the 
capacity of the shipyard, and the expansion will double 
production and triple turn, thinks at the factory.

The fact that the Shipyard «Pella», located at the Kirovsky district of Leningrad 
region, to the end of 2014 to invest $ 3 billion rubles in the construction of 
the second priority, the Governor of the region Alexander Drozdenko said 
after the meeting with the heads of shipyards of the region. According to him, 
in the near future with the yard will be contracted on investment activity to 
which the shipyard will receive tax relief on the payback period.

As representative of “Pella” said to «Ъ” half of the invests come from its own 
profits, the rest are attracted from banks.  Sberbank will credit  the yard, 
negotiations are also underway with Nomos Bank and the Bank «Globex»  
spokesman said.
After entering the new capacity the shipyard will increase its capacity more 
than twice (up to 12 ships per year), and increase its turnover three times (up 
to 12 billion rubles), the official representative of «Pella» said. The company 
specializes in the construction of technical fleet - including tugs, salvage 
vessels and fishing fleet. They said at the shipyard that the new venture will 
build ships larger than the size now, with a draft of up to six meters (now no 
more than four meters), including high ice class vessels.
   General Director of «Pella» Gerbert Tsaturov announced plans to expand 
in late 2010, when the administration of the Kirovky district identified to the 

shipyard for the construction of 20 ha of land (now the area of the plant is 13 
ha). New facilities are needed because the number of orders is twice bigger 
than the volume of production, Mr.Tsaturov explained. The representative 
of «Pella» said that now a portfolio of contracts are formed by four years in 
advance. «Parts are developing in the region, such as Ust-Luga, Primorsk, 
Vysotsk. They need the tugs, technical vessels and fuel vessel «- said at the 
meeting Mr. Drozdenko.
    Earlier “Pella” planned to invest 1.5 billion rubles to new capacities and to 
introduce them to the end of this year. The delay was due to the long procedure 
of redemption of the land. The deal was only in December 2011, and the 
price has increased because the plant has decided to buy a more modern and 
efficient equipment, explained in «Pella».
In turn, Alexander Drozdenko promised to regional shipbuilders to apply «to the 
country’s leadership to reconsider the system of allocation of public contracts,» 
which are now accruing to shipyards belonging to the state United Shipbuilding 
Corporation (USC) as a result of «aggressive conduct of affairs». Because of 
this, orders often get the shipyards of other regions, although regional plants 
have all possibilities to fulfill them, Mr Drozdenko lamented.
It should be noted that in September 2011 the Association of Shipbuilders of 
St. Petersburg and Leningrad region, led by the former Director of «Admiralty 
Shipyards, Vladimir Alexandrov appealed to the Speaker of the State Duma and 
head of the Federal Antimonopoly Service (FAS) with critics of the provisions 
of the bill « On amendments to some legislative acts in order to support the 
shipbuilding and Shipping» The letter claimed that the law is designed for USC 
and it will be very difficult for private shipyards receive incentives to upgrade, 
that will put them on an unequal footing with the USC shipyards. The leadership 
of the shipyard «Pella was among the initiators and drafters of the letter.


